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The Collections de l'aéronautique are founded
1919

The terminal building was inaugurated in 1937
1937

The MAE is inaugurated
1921

The MAE moved to the current location

1970's

Paris - Le Bourget
Musée de l'air et de l'espace
Paris - Le Bourget Airport

The busiest airport of general aviation

The largest business aviation hub
About the Collections

- **37,000+ objects** in the museum collection
- **400+ aircrafts**, of which **120** are on display
- **25,000 m²** of indoor and outdoor exhibition space
- **Storage spaces and restoration hangar at Dugny**
Technical Collections

- Aircraft
- Helicopters
- Engines
- Tools
- Navigation and scientific instruments
- Kites
- Missiles and rockets
- Models
Art Collections

- Toys
- Balloon models
- Awards
- Insignia
- Accessories
- Artworks
- Uniforms
- Space suits
- Manuscripts
- Photographs
- Posters
Space Collections

- Space models
- Spacecrafts
- Satellites
- Space food
- Etc.
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry’s Wreck Project